Obey all traffic signs and signals as cyclists have

When riding, never leave a bicycle unlocked and

Always signal their intentions and they may not

On the road, bicycle paths, or any public property.

Stay a safe distance from the loading platform

Alert the operator that you will place a bicycle on

Push or carry the bicycle when on the elevator,

Enjoy the ride!

Raise the padded hook up and over the front tire

Squeeze the release lever:

How To Use A Bus-Mounted Bike Rack

1. Place the bike on the bus stop pad

2. Mount bike to bus

3. Secure bike to bus

4. Place the bike on the bus top

5. Secure bike to bus

6. Raise the pad up

7. Park bike on deck

Bicycle Rack:

Tips for loading and unloading a bicycle using a Bus-mounted Bike Rack:

Bikes on Rail

When riding, never leave a bicycle unlocked and

Use eye contact and hand signals to tell motorists

Avoid riding on the sidewalk. It’s often more

Studies have conclusively shown that cyclists have

Wear bright clothing for safety.

There are many reasons to choose this mode of

Along with the benefits of riding the bike, riders

B&O Railroad Museum

Enjoy the ride!

The average bike commuter loses 13 pounds
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